All new M.S. and Ph.D. students who are pursuing a M.S. degree in the MAE department must meet with their advisor in their first quarter at UCLA. The goal of this meeting is to discuss the students’ plan for satisfying the M.S. degree.

Students should return this form to the MAE Student Affairs Office with their advisor signature by the end of the first quarter.

__________________________________________________________________________  ____________  
Advisor Signature  Date

__________________________________________________________________________  ____________  
Student Signature  Date

The following are my Preliminary 9 courses 36 units for my M.S. degree:

1. __________________  2. __________________  3. __________________  4. __________________

5. __________________  6. __________________  7. __________________  8. __________________

9. __________________

☐ I plan to take the PhD Preliminary Exam. (Refer to Major Field Syllabus.)

☐ I plan to do a Thesis. (Refer to Thesis Nomination form.)

☐ I plan to do a project.

☐ I plan to take and pass three of the MS Comprehensive Exam Extra Questions for the following MAE Graduate courses:

MAE_________________   MAE_________________

MAE ________________   MAE_________________

MAE ________________   MAE ________________